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ABSTRACT: Soft polymer networks have seen an explosion
of recent developments motivated by new high tech
applications in the biomedical field or in engineering. We
present a candid and critical overview of the current
understanding of the relation between the structure and
molecular architecture of polymer networks and their
mechanical properties, restricting ourselves to soft networks
made of flexible polymers and displaying entropic elasticity.
We specifically review and compare recent approaches to
synthesize swollen hydrogels with enhanced toughness,
resilient but tough unfilled elastomers and self-healing
networks containing dynamic bonds. The purpose is less to
draw a comprehensive catalogue of approaches than to identify
and unify the underlying principles controlling toughening mechanisms and mechanical self-healing behavior and to point out
remaining challenges.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polymer networks are generally defined as polymer chains
connected by cross-linking points. These cross-linking points
prevent flow at a scale larger than the mesh size and make the
networks swell in good solvents but not dissolve. Depending on
the glass transition temperature they can be either in the glassy
state or in the rubbery or soft state. In the present review we
will focus on recent advances in the area of soft networks which
combine low elastic modulus (from a few kPA to a few MPa)
and large extensibility. We will extend the definition of cross-
links from permanent covalent bonds to reversible and dynamic
bonds but will focus on soft solids and not viscoelastic fluids.
Classical soft networks are of course elastomers, such as

cross-linked natural rubber, styrene−butadiene rubber, or
silicone rubber.1 Spurred by the discovery of vulcanization by
Goodyear in 1840, these elastomers have found widespread
engineering applications, the largest of which are vehicle tires
and seals. Beyond elastomers, the other large family of soft
networks are swollen gels, and in particular hydrogels, that are
essentially polymer solutions that are prevented from flowing
by the presence of cross-linking points. Their classical industrial
applications involve the ability to absorb and retain large
amounts of fluids such as the superabsorbents used in diapers.
In recent years, soft networks have found a much wider

variety or more specialized applications both in engineering
such as soft robotics2 and wearable electronics,3 or in the
biomedical field such as tissue engineering,4 soft prosthetics,5

and large strain actuators.6 As new inventions and technologies
such as elastomeric transducers,6,7 stretchable conductive gels,8

soft grippers,2,9 and, of course, 3D printing of soft materials and
even hydrogels10 are developed, there will be an increasing
need to understand and optimize not only the chemistry of the
product and its interactions with the environment but also its
mechanical properties and range of use in terms of stress, strain,
and temperature.
Structure−mechanical properties relations in networks have

been first studied in elastomers for a good reason: very
stretchable and tough materials were developed relatively early
for tire applications and it made sense to study in detail how
mechanical properties such as elasticity, strength and toughness
depended on molecular parameters accessible to the synthetic
chemist or formulator, such as the effect of the average density
of cross-links or the effect of added filler on experimental
parameters such as the strain rate and temperature. The classic
textbook of Treloar11 contains a very detailed summary of the
state of the art of soft network physics in the late 1950s and the
excellent book edited by Alan Gent discusses mechanical
properties of engineering elastomers.1 This begs the question:
why write a perspective paper on this topic now?
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In recent years, stimulated by some innovative seminal
papers, the field of polymer networks has seen a spectacular
development of new approaches and materials often motivated
by the desire to combine a set of mechanical or physical
properties that are difficult to obtain in classical networks. For
example, swollen networks are generally soft but relatively
brittle due to the lack of internal dissipation mechanisms.
Introducing such dissipation mechanisms through network
design can lead to dramatic improvements in stiffness, stress at
break and fracture energy while maintaining a large
extensibility.12,13 This effect has been particularly studied for
water-swollen networks, also called hydrogels, whose relevance
in the field of life sciences has been an additional motivation.
In elastomers, recyclability has been an important drive for

innovation, since conventional elastomers are permanently and
irreversibly cross-linked and cannot easily be reprocessed or
welded once they are fully cured. The development of dynamic
bonds that can break and reform has given rise to new soft
materials that combine nearly reversible elasticity with the
ability to self-heal within a reasonable time.14−16 These
spectacular results have been obtained through the introduction
of polar groups into an otherwise relatively nonpolar material.
Such polar groups will naturally tend to phase separate and
form clusters17,18 which are more or less long-lived and most
likely control the dynamics of self-healing as much as molecular
diffusion does.
Another interesting combination of properties which is

attractive in elastomer applications is the combination of
stiffness and reversible elasticity at small strains (with minimal
energy dissipation and creep), while maintaining high tough-
ness. This combination of properties obtained with inter-
penetrating networks19,20 inspired by the work on hydrogels,
requires dissipation to be strain dependent rather than strain
rate dependent as conventional elastomers are designed to be.
Such a strategy opens possibilities to maintain elastomer
toughness at high temperature and reduce energy dissipation in
normal usage conditions.
The objective of this review is not to present a catalog of new

materials but rather to rationalize strategies and mechanisms
that have been developed to obtain new combinations of
mechanical properties in soft polymer networks.

2. SIMPLE POLYMER NETWORKS

Before we discuss molecular designs of networks, it is important
to briefly review the molecular origin of elasticity and
dissipation at the molecular level and how this relates to the
mechanical properties of soft materials. Although networks can
be made with macroscopic fibers, nanotubules, or semiflexible
polymers, this review will focus on networks made from flexible
polymer chains, which are the most ubiquitous in our everyday
life.
2.1. Basic Elasticity. Small strain elasticity in flexible chains

is directly related to the change in conformational entropy of
the molecules. If the material is cross-linked, the much less
mobile cross-link points provide a separator between strands,
and the shear elastic modulus μx of a cross-linked network can
be described by the sum of the free energy of the strands in the
material, i.e.

μ ν ρ= =kT
RT

M Nx x
x0 (1)

where vx is the density of elastic strands,
21 ρ is the mass per unit

volume of the polymer, M0 is the molecular weight of the
monomer, and Nx the number of monomers per elastic strands.
Note that the prediction of the modulus from the chemistry, or
in other words the prediction of vx from the details of the
chemical reactions involved in synthesizing the network
remains a difficult problem and the recent very elegant work
of Zhong et al.22 quantifying short loops has shown a way to do
it. It is important to note that eq 1 assumes that no interactions
exist between chains (ideal gas approximation) so it essentially
neglects the existence of cross-link points and entanglements
and cannot be correct in large strain since it has no mechanism
to limit deformation.
If the modulus is known and the material is incompressible,

the large strain behavior can be approximated with a free energy
function W based on the same physics and given by
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2 are the principal stretches. Soft extensible

materials are generally incompressible (e.g., λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1) so
that, for the special case of uniaxial extension, eq 2 results in the
following prediction for the nominal stress as a function of
stretch:

σ ν λ
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⎝

⎞
⎠k T

1
N x B 2 (3)

Here λ is the stretch in the tensile direction. This prediction for
the stress−strain curve works well at small and moderate strains
for unentangled cross-linked rubbers and hydrogels.23 At large
strains the main assumption of the affine network model, i.e.,
the Gaussian elasticity of the polymer chains, does not hold
anymore. In particular, the chains approach their finite
extensibility limit and stiffen markedly. Several models have
been used to account for that stiffening, but while the stiffening
of an individual chain is well described by the Langevin
function,11 the stiffening of an elastic macroscopic material
cannot be easily predicted simply from the density of cross-
links vx. Hence, an additional finite extensibility parameter is
used in empirical models. One of the simplest of such models
was proposed by Gent in 1996,24 where W and σN in uniaxial
extension are written as
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where I1 = λ1
2 + λ2

2 + λ3
2 is the sum of the square of the

principal stretches also called the first invariant and Jm is the
maximum allowable value of I1 − 3 and physically represents
the square of the maximum extensibility in uniaxial tension.
In the presence of both entanglements and cross-links, the

large strain behavior should also include a softening mechanism
that is well captured by molecularly based models combining
the Doi−Edwards tube model and the affine network model.
One of the most complete molecular models is the slip-link
model proposed by Rubinstein and Panyukov in 2002.25

The prediction of the model in uniaxial extension is a slight
softening both with positive stresses (in tension) and with
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negative stresses (in compression). The engineering stress σN is
then given by
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This model predicts well the nonlinear behavior of networks at
moderate strains in both tension and compression (which is not
the case of many simple nonlinear models) as long as the finite
extensibility of the chains is not active.25

As discussed above, predicting how the finite extensibility of
the network strands controls the strain hardening behavior and
fracture of the material is a much more complex problem since
interactions between strands now matter and mean field
approaches are questionable. Nevertheless, more complex
molecularly based models have been proposed to account for
the combined effect of entanglements and finite extensibility26

but all contain adjustable empirical parameters.
2.2. Limiting Extensibility and Failure. Experimentally,

one should keep in mind that the measured strain and stress at
break of a material corresponds to the point where a crack
propagates through it. In the large majority of cases this
property is characterized in a uniaxial tension test with a
dogbone specimen or a strip specimen or in compression with a
cylindrical sample. The point of break defines a nominal stress
at break σNb (force divided by the cross-section of the
undeformed specimen) or a true stress at break σTb (force
divided by the deformed cross-section). Because of this change
in cross-section during deformation, for λ ≫ 1 and λ ≪ 1 the
value of true stress is much larger (in tension) or much smaller
(in compression) than the nominal stress and one should be
careful in direct comparisons between tension and compression
results.
Because the values of stress and strain at break are often not

reproducible from sample to sample, the solid mechanics
community prefers to use the fracture energy Γ, a quantity that
stems from a fracture mechanics approach which assumes that
failure occurs by the propagation of preexisting defects when
the energy release rate at the crack tip G > Γ.27 In soft materials
this approach has been successfully pioneered by Rivlin and
Thomas28 and the interested reader may consult some recent
work on the specific issue of crack propagation in soft
materials.27,29−31 The key result of the fracture mechanics
approach in soft materials is a governing equation for the
fracture energy (i.e., the energy per unit area to propagate a
crack) that can be written as32

ϕΓ = Γ +v a v( ) (1 ( ))T0 (7)

where ϕ(aTv) is a velocity dependent dissipative factor and Γ0
is the threshold fracture energy for vanishing crack velocities.
The idea behind this equation commonly used in both fracture
and adhesion33 is that the energy to break interfacial bonds is
contained in Γ0 while the dissipative part is a bulk contribution.
Lake and co-workers developed the first and still the most
used34−36 molecular theory for Γ0. They proposed that when
any of the main chain bonds breaks, the total bond energy of
each bond of the stretched chain is irreversibly lost. Therefore,
the minimum energy necessary to break the chain is
proportional to the length of that chain, i.e., to the number
of C−C bonds comprising that chain Nx. If one assumes that
only the strands crossing the fracture plane will break, Γ0 is
then given by

Γ = ΣN Ux b0 (8)

where ∑ is the areal density of strands crossing the interface
and Ub is the bond energy of a C−C bond (350 kJ/mol). For a
homogeneously cross-linked network, ∑ and Nx are not
independent and one can write

νΣ ≈ aNx x
1/2

(9)

where a is the size of the monomer. Substituting eq 9 into eq 8
and using eq 1, Γ0 can be rewritten as

ν ν
ρ

Γ ≈ ≈ ≈N U aN U aN
U a

M
Nx b x x b x x

b
x0

1/2 3/2

0

1/2

(10)

where ρ is the monomer density and M0 is the molar mass of
the monomer. This equation is valid for both elastomers and
swollen gels since the difference between the two cases is
mainly contained in ρ, which for elastomers is a bulk unswollen
density ρ0 of the order of 10

3 kg/m3, and for gels it is simply ρ
= ρ0 ϕp where ϕp is the polymer volume fraction. This
prediction has been verified in gels and elastomers.
Combining eq 1 with eq 10, Γ0 can be also rewritten as

ρΓ ≈ μ −
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟U a

M
k T( )b x0

0

3/2

B
1/2 1/2

(11)

This is a key prediction that has been verified experimentally
for simple networks in elastomers37 and also applies to gels if
corrections are made to account for the prestretching of strands
in swollen gels.38 This equation is the starting point of all
efforts to improve mechanical properties of soft networks. Two
important aspects are clear from eqs 10 and 11:

(1) In simple elastic networks, there is a trade-off between
stiffness and toughness (Γ0 ∝ μx

−1/2).
(2) Elastic swollen gels with the same value of Nx are much

more brittle than elastomers, since Γ0 ∝ ρ0ϕp.

Since many research studies do not focus on toughness but
on extensibility, let us quickly examine how the Lake−Thomas
model predicts the extensibility of the material.
If one assumes that all materials contain a crack precursor of

the same initial length c, this precrack will propagate when the
energy release rate exceeds the fracture energy Γ0. In a single-
edge notch sample typical of what is used in uniaxial
tension39,40 the energy release rate G is approximately given
by41

λ
λ

=G
cW6 ( )

(12)

where W(λ) is the strain energy density defined in eq 2. For λ
≫ 1, in uniaxial tension W(λ) scales with μxλ

2. So if we set G =
Γ0 at propagation and we use eq 11, we can write

ρ μ λ

λ
μ =−
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M
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Therefore, the extensibility λb at which the crack propagates
and the sample fails, scales with μx

−1. However, at the molecular
scale, the maximum extensibility of a strand should be
proportional to the square root of its number of monomers,
i.e., to μx

−1/2. In other words, if the only dissipative mechanism
is the fracture of polymer strands, one expects the extensibility
of the macroscopic material to decrease much faster with
increasing cross-linking than the extensibility of the molecular
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strand and this is observed experimentally. In addition
randomly cross-linked networks are often very heterogeneous
and contain or easily create relatively large defects that further
reduce λb.
In summary, networks cannot extend more than the limiting

extensibility of the connected polymer strands. However, they
generally break at extensibilities that are much less that this
limiting extensibility because of local stress concentrations that
facilitate the propagation of cracks. Any strategy to increase the
toughness of the material has to keep the following two points
in mind:

• The average limiting extensibility of the polymer strands
is a hard limit so a low cross-link density (long strands) is
essential.

• To reduce the forces applied on the polymer strands at
the crack tip, the material has to be able to relax high
stresses or alternatively to dissipate energy between the
loading point (far from the crack) and the crack tip.30

This is the realm of solid mechanics, and it is important
to focus now on larger length scales than the molecular
scale.

In elastomers, the most important bulk energy dissipation
mechanism is molecular friction, which is controlled by the
monomer friction coefficient. A measurement of the linear
viscoelastic properties of a soft material generally reveals an
elastic and viscous component of the complex shear modulus
μ*(ω) which varies with frequency. For cross-linked networks,
the low frequency limit of this quantity is μx. However, at high
frequency μ′(ω) typically increases and so does μ″(ω).
Conversely, several examples of measurements of Γ for typical
soft materials show that the fracture energy generally increases
very significantly with crack propagation velocity.42,43 The
functional form of Γ(v) is similar to that found for adhesion, i.e.
a threshold value Γ0 and a power-law dependence at higher
crack velocities, i.e., ϕ(aTv) ∼ vn. The value of the exponent n
has been reported to vary between 0.1 and 1 depending on the
material as reported in Figure 1 for two rubbers and two cross-

linked gels.40,42,44,45 An interesting result shown in Figure 1 is
the possibility to construct a master curve from fracture data
measured at different temperatures by using velocity shifts of
the horizontal axis. This result was interpreted early on as proof
of the viscoelastic nature of the dissipative processes involved at
the crack tip.44,46−49 On the basis of this insight, many
researchers in physics and mechanics have sought to account
quantitatively for the dissipation of energy during fracture by
using linear viscoelastic properties of the materials, and a good
recent review is provided by Persson.50,51 If the material is
viscoelastic at the typical strain rates at which it is deformed
during the fracture experiments, molecular friction can make a
very significant contribution and toughen a network.
In other words any simple network will become tougher as the

testing temperature approaches its glass transition and molecular
f riction is active. However, a typical well cross-linked rubber is
used about 40−50 °C above its glass transition temperature
mainly to avoid viscoelastic losses and heating during normal
use. At that temperature, the ratio of the dissipative vs storage
component (tan δ) of the 1 Hz modulus is well below 0.1 and
viscoelastic losses due to monomer friction do not make a large
contribution. This is also true for gels swollen with low viscosity
solvents and in particular hydrogels.
In summary, two dissipation mechanisms controlling crack

propagation have been clearly identified in simple networks, a
covalent bond breakage mechanism, which occurs very locally
at the crack tip and sets a threshold value, and a molecular
friction mechanism, which is clearly strain rate dependent and is
responsible for the increase of the fracture energy with crack
propagation rate.
While this combination of mechanisms is a good framework

to think about dissipation in fracture of soft materials, it does
not explain all experimental results. For example, hydrogels do
not have an internal molecular friction mechanism and can be
quite tough, networks can become tougher or more brittle as
the strain rate is increased. Filled systems are significantly
tougher than unfilled ones while they are not significantly more
dissipative in linear viscoelasticity.
We will now discus other types of dissipation mechanisms at

the molecular scale able to delay crack propagation and
toughen soft materials.

3. TOUGHENING SOFT ELASTIC NETWORKS
THROUGH NETWORK DESIGN

In recent years there has been a push toward developing new
soft materials, in particular hydrogels, combining a high
extensibility, i.e., a large stretch at break λb, with a large stress
at break σNb or, if crack propagation experiments were carried
out, a large value of Γ.
Classical polymer soft networks are synthesized either by

cross-linking existing high molecular weight polymers, or by
simultaneously polymerizing and cross-linking low molecular
weight precursors. These two methods create generally
randomly cross-linked networks which are elastic but contain
many molecular heterogeneities52 and are relatively brittle in
the absence of viscoelastic dissipation as discussed above.
Therefore, one strategy used to increase σb and λb
simultaneously was to synthesize networks with a very
homogeneous structure in order to avoid potential sites of
nucleation of fracture and for elastomers to avoid trapping
entanglements.53

3.1. Designing Homogeneous Networks. This was first
done with silicone chemistry, with many studies focusing on

Figure 1. (a) Fracture energy Γ as a function of propagation velocity
or reduced propagation velocity for different materials. (red ■) Master
curve at 25 °C for a styrene−butadiene rubber (Tg = −25 °C) tested
with the trouser tear geometry. Data from ref 44. (green ◆)
Polyurethane rubber (Tg = −55 °C) at 25 °C tested with the single
edge notch geometry. Data from ref 40. (blue▲) Double network
hydrogel at 25 °C. Data from ref 45. (●) Gelatin gel (5 wt % polymer)
at room temperature in the pure shear geometry. Data from ref 42.
Horizontal lines are values of Γ0 when reported.
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reducing the heterogeneities inherent in a random cross-linking
process by starting with precursors of known and uniform
molecular weight. The objective was to test rubber elasticity
theories,54−56 but some of the studies focused on mechanical
strength as well.57 This strategy was supposed indeed to give
rise to more homogeneous networks and hence reduces the
intrinsic defects present in the material, delaying the nucleation
of crack precursors and, therefore, increasing λb for unnotched
samples. However, neutron scattering experiments showed that
for end-linked PDMS chains the networks were in general far
from perfect and homogeneous58,59 and these materials remain
quite brittle.
A better recent example are the hydrogels made from two

types of tetra(polyethylene glycol) chains.60 Such networks are
very homogeneous, from neutron scattering experiments,61 and
show a large reversible extensibility. However, since they have
no built-in energy dissipation mechanisms, the artificial
introduction of a defect such as a notch will cause propagation
and the fracture energy Γ measured with a fracture mechanics
test remains relatively low.38 An example of the fracture energy
of these materials as a function of strand length in the network
is shown in Figure 2 and confirms very convincingly the Lake
and Thomas theory (see eq 10) but values of Γ0 are only in the
range of 10−70 J/m2.

Another example of an original and more homogeneous
structure is the so-called slide-ring gel made with polyrotax-
ane.63 Because cross-link points can slide along the chain and
redistribute forces, local heterogeneities are minimized during
deformation and the materials show the very remarkable
property of having the same modulus (controlled by the density
of elastic chains) and very different extensibilities because the
length of the chain between non sliding cross-links varies.64

However, in the absence of other dissipative mechanisms the
fracture energy of these organogels in notched samples remains
relatively low. Yet the strategy of sliding cross-links can be
combined with another dissipative mechanism and result in
quite tough materials suitable for applications.65

While making the material homogeneous can delay fracture
by avoiding the presence of large defects, the best way to slow
the propagation of a crack is to introduce energy dissipation
mechanisms that reduce local stress concentrations in front of a

propagating crack and reduce the elastic energy transferred to
the crack tip.

3.2. Dissipation Mechanisms in Soft Tough Materials.
As discussed above the principle of creating tough networks
relies on creating dissipation mechanisms. Although hydrogels
and elastomers are very similar in structure, there are some key
differences that I would like to discuss first. Hydrogels do not
have an equivalent to the glass transition temperature of
elastomers and therefore no intrinsic molecular friction
mechanism. However, because water typically dissolves well
polar molecules that can interact strongly with each other, it is
much easier to introduce randomly dispersed dynamic
molecular interactions in hydrogels than in nonpolar elastomers
where many polar molecules are generally insoluble and form
clusters. A classic example of the latter are ionomers.18,66

Three general methods have been used to toughen hydrogels
while retaining the reversible elasticity, all relying on breaking
internal bonds, also called sacrificial bonds, and dissipating
energy to delay crack propagation. However, the strategies used
were very different.
The first strategy involves creating sacrificial bonds that break

because they are overloaded relative to the main bonds. This is
the situation of the double network gels developed by the Gong
group at U. Hokkaido.67 These gels are synthesized in two steps
of polymerization and as a result, contain two populations of
strands, a minority population close to its maximum
extensibility and the rest of the strands nearly unstretched.68,69

A second strategy involves introducing plasticity in the gel by
incorporating stiffer domains that can only be deformed above
a certain stress level.13,29,70−77 This creates a large damage zone
in front of a crack but also permanent deformation. This
method, which introduces an internal friction inside the
material by creating strong but breakable interactions can be
very effective in stopping crack propagation in a prenotched
sample by blunting it.
Finally, it is possible to introduce very dynamic bonds in the

gel that can break and reform at a different position.39,78−81

This type of dual cross-link gel has a very strong strain rate
dependence but can become very tough in a strain rate regime
where the dynamic bonds do not much change the stress−
strain curve but delay the propagation of cracks. This last
strategy only works for a majority of dynamic bonds relative to
the permanent bonds.
It is important in all cases that the connectivity of the

sparsely cross-linked covalent framework is maintained (to
avoid creep of the gel).

3.3. Double Network Gels and Elastomers Containing
Prestretched Chains. By far the strongest motivation pushing
the development of novel networks has been the need to
mechanically reinforce swollen hydrogels to approach the
properties of their natural counter parts such as cartilage.82

Synthetic hydrogels had been mainly studied for their ability to
swell reversibly in water83,84 and as model systems to study
network elasticity in the absence of viscoelastic dissipation.85,86

Everything changed in 2003 when the group of Gong published
a seminal paper reporting exceptional resistance to fracture
from a gel composed of 90% of water.67 This gel, named
“double network (DN)” was synthesized in a sequential way
with a well cross-linked network synthesized first and
subsequently swollen with a solution of monomer that was
then polymerized in the presence of a very small amount of
cross-linker. These gels, very elastic (non dissipative)68 in small
strain, were found not only to be capable of a high strain and

Figure 2. Threshold fracture energy Γ0 (original symbol T0) of a series
of model hydrogels based on the tetra-PEG segments. ϕ0 is the
monomer concentration in the gel and N is the number of monomers
in each chain. Reprinted with permission from ref 62. Copyright 2013
Elsevier.
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stress at break in compression but also to be tear resistant,
strongly suggesting the existence of an internal dissipation
mechanism slowing or delaying crack propagation.45,68,87 It is
interesting to note that in 2003 the idea of interpenetrated
networks (IPN) was by itself not new, and an interesting review
of synthesis and applications envisioned earlier will provide
information to the curious reader.88 However, the IPN
architecture had never really been explored for its effect on
toughness. These novel gels made by the Gong group were very
asymmetric, i.e., one network was highly swollen by the other
resulting in a minority network of almost fully stretched strands
interpenetrated by a majority network of Gaussian chains (see
Figure 3). When such a material is deformed it displays the

modulus of the stiff network until chemical bonds of the stiff
network progressively randomly break and the stress is
transferred to the majority extensible network.69,89 When the
first network is too damaged to sustain the load, a macroscopic
softening occurs and necking is observed in uniaxial
tension.89,90 In a subsequent study where tetra-PEG networks
were used as first network, Matsuda et al. showed that the stress
level at which this necking occurs was proportional to the areal
density of first network strands crossing a plane normal to the
tensile direction,89 but that the necking stress was a factor of
20−25 lower than what would be expected if the yield stress
was the product of the force to break a covalent bond times the
areal density ∑ of the strands crossing the interface.89 This
result strongly suggests that the bond breakage in the first
network (the blue network in Figure 3) is not random but that
some stress concentration mechanism exists within the first
network itself.
The important question is why no macroscopic crack forms

in the material while the stiff network breaks more and more
extensively to the point of forming a necked region? This is true
only if the areal density of stretched chains is very much smaller
than the areal density of unstretched chains suggesting that
there must be also a stress balance between the two networks at
the necking point91 to create strain hardening at large strain
and stable necking.
Some more specific molecular mechanisms have been

proposed, in particular by Brown,92 that imagine that the first
network breaks by forming microcracks stabilized by bridging
chains of the second network. Many questions remain on how
these microcracks propagate and on the criterion for the
propagation of a macroscopic crack in this damaged zone.

Furthermore, the details of the large strain behavior depend
also on the details of the connectivity between the two
networks.93−95

Nevertheless this class of DN hydrogels possess some very
specific general properties that sets them apart:

(1) The nature of the dissipation mechanism due to covalent
bond breakage does not entail any rate dependent
process making the fracture energy of such materials
nearly independent of strain rate.87

(2) The strands of the network synthesized first are stretched
out of equilibrium and exert a compressive pressure on the
other network.

(3) Once the first network has been damaged, the material is
extremely elastic with negligible energy dissipation as
long as the stretch ratio remains below that of the first
cycle.

Because of the inherent generality of this toughening
principle, several other analogous hydrogel systems have been
synthesized such as polyacrylamide−polyethylene glycol,96

polyacrylamide−polydimethyl acrylamide or poly(vinyl alco-
hol)−polyacrylamide.97 This synthesis strategy was even
extended to polymethyl acrylate and polyethyl acrylate
elastomers by Ducrot et al.,19,20,98 who convincingly demon-
strated with chemoluminescence experiments that the toughen-
ing mechanism was due to the scission of sacrificial bonds over
a large volume ahead of the crack during propagation.19

3.4. Hydrogels with Internal Molecular Friction
Mechanisms. Because the synthesis of double or multiple
network gels or elastomers containing prestretched chains
needs to be carried out in two or more steps and requires a
swelling stage, other strategies were developed to make tough
gels in a single synthesis step. Although all of these studies claim
to be inspired by the DN gels of Gong, the reinforcing
mechanism principle is fundamentally different and causes very
different properties particularly as a function of strain, strain
rate and in repeated cycling. This category of hydrogels has a
built-in energy dissipation mechanism through the breakup and
partial reformation of nanoclusters, nanocrystals or generally a
stiffer dispersed phase, which is immiscible with the main
stretchy network. This dispersed phase is not out of
thermodynamic equilibrium and can in principle return to its
original state after a deformation cycle.
The best known example of this class of gels is the alginate/

polyacrylamide gel developed by Suo and co-workers13 that
uses alginate chains cross-linked by Ca2+ ions. These clusters of
breakable ionic bonds provide internal plasticity in an
extensible polyacrylamide matrix, which provides the restoring
force. These gels are extremely tough to break even with a
notch due to their capability to blunt the crack (see Figure 4a)
but rely on Coulombic interactions that weaken significantly in
the presence of salt and presumably cannot have stable
properties in vivo. In pure water, their mechanical properties
are somewhat different from those of the DN hydrogels. As
shown in Figure 4b, they show some hysteresis even at low
strain13 while DN gels are fully elastic up to 40−50%
deformation68 and DN elastomers can be elastic up to 100%
strain.19 On the other hand, the hysteresis is partially
recoverable and the second cycle hysteresis is relatively
elastic.99

An alternative way to combine two types of cross-links to
increase dissipation and toughness is the introduction of ionic
cross-links in the hydrophilic phase of a swollen A−B−A

Figure 3. Schematic of the fabrication of a double network gel. The
first network is initially synthesized in its Gaussian configuration. Then
it is swollen in the second monomer. At this stage the first network is
swollen isotropically, but the material is not tough. The second
monomer is then polymerized and the interpenetrated networks are
formed. Note that the second network chains are Gaussian. Reprinted
with permission from ref 12. Copyright 2014 The American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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triblock with a charged long B midblock and short A glassy
hydrophobic blocks.74 In this specific case, the center PMAA
block is used at a pH where it is in its salt form and various
divalent cations are introduced in the solution. The physical but
long-lived ionic cross-links introduce stiffening, mechanical
hysteresis and plasticity in the gel that increase significantly the
stress at break without losing much extensibility. However, the
reversibility of the deformation depends on the strength of the
interaction and on the concentration of divalent cations, and
there is a trade-off between strength and reversibility.
A third interesting example of this toughening strategy has

been proposed by Li et al.75 using small crystals of PVOH to
obtain plasticity in a stretchy matrix. In their study, they first
prepared a finely crystallized poly(vinyl alcohol) by heating the

dry polymer above its glass transition to cause crystallization,
and subsequently swelled it in an acrylamide solution which is
then polymerized to create the stretchable interpenetrated
framework. Multiple cycling was not investigated for these
materials but it is very likely that this type of gels would show
significant dissipation not only during the first cycle but at every
cycle, making it unsuited for fatigue experiments. These gels do
not rely on electrostatic interactions for the plasticity
mechanism but their properties probably depend on the details
of the process used to obtain crystals and will probably be quite
temperature sensitive.
A relatively obvious way to introduce breakable clusters in a

hydrogel is to graft hydrophobic side chains to a hydrophilic
backbone to create hydrophobic nanoclusters in the material.100

This strategy depends highly on the nature and the length of
the side chain. For C12 side chains, it led to significant hysteresis
at normal loading−unloading strain rates101 but also to almost
no toughening in fracture experiments with notched samples.
On the other hand, a very similar type of gel containing C18 and
C12 side chains (scheme in Figure 5) led to the formation of
hydrophobic nanocrystals in the gel which then significantly
toughened the material by a plasticity mechanism71 creating a
yield stress in the material, very similar to that provided by the
PVOH nanocrystals in the work of Li et al.75 As shown on the
right side of Figure 5, these “semi-crystalline” hydrogels have a
very strain rate dependent behavior and their properties can be
tuned (presumably by weakening the crystals) by mixing C12

side chains with the C18.
Finally an interesting reversible toughening method triggered

by phase separation has been recently reported.102 The idea is
to synthesize a gel containing two different polymer sequences
(grafts, block copolymers), a fully hydrophilic sequence and a
thermosensitive sequence that becomes insoluble at a given
temperature. In the study of Guo et al.102 the backbone is made
of poly n-isopropylacrylamide and the side chains are poly
dimethyl acrylamide. At T ∼ 35 °C the backbone becomes

Figure 4. (a) Blunted crack in an alginate−polyacrylamide hydrogel
stretched to λ = 17. (b) Loading−unloading curves of different gels:
The polyacrylamide gel (blue) shows a perfectly elastic and reversible
behavior, while the alginate alone is dissipative and shows significant
residual deformation. Finally, the alginate−polyacrylamide gel shows
some hysteresis even at such low strain.

Figure 5. On the left side: cartoon presenting two lamellar clusters interconnected by two active tie molecules and showing the deformation by
bending and breakup of the lamellar clusters under force. at the yield point. On the right side: value of the yield stress as a function of C12 molar
fraction and as a function of strain rate. Figure reprinted with permission from ref 71. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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progressively insoluble and a phase separation occurs in
isochoric conditions, creating a minority percolating domain
(the backbone) where the polymer concentration is high and
the material is highly dissipative due to molecular friction, and a
majority domain (the side chains) where the polymer is now
dilute and much less dissipative. The resulting nanocomposite
material is very tough at T > 40 °C and is able to deflect a
crack102 in an analogous way to what is observed in natural
rubber.103,104

In general, such internal plastic deformation mechanisms
cause also a change in structure with increasing deformation
(reorganization of the crystals or nanoclusters that reform
elsewhere, etc.) which is analogous to what is observed in some
thermoplastic polyurethanes elastomers or polyester thermo-
plastic elastomers. This change in structure is mostly dependent
on the attained level of strain but can be also dependent on
strain rate. Unlike the double covalent networks, it is often
partially recoverable, albeit after long times (minutes or hours)
and with the help of an increase in temperature. An important
question for the use of this class of materials in practical
applications is the steady-state behavior in cyclic loading at the
same strain and this will be discussed in the perspectives.
3.5. Dual Cross-Link Networks. A third type of complex

network is the so-called dual cross-link network that combines,
in the same network, permanent covalent cross-links and
dynamic cross-links that can break and reform as a function of
time in an analogous way as polymer melts of chains
carrying105,106 sticker groups. This type of soft network does
not usually lead to permanent deformation or irreversible
changes in structure but the mechanical behavior depends very
strongly on the applied strain rate since bonds break and
reform at rates that are commensurable with the applied strain
rates.
A good first example are nanocomposite hydro-

gels.39,80,107,108 These materials are in essence complex
viscoelastic materials and have intrinsic time dependent
dissipative mechanisms. Unlike the previous examples, the
linear viscoelastic properties are no longer those of an elastic
material, but show a high value of tan δ (ω)80 and a mechanical
behavior that is very dependent on strain rate,80 in stark
contrast with the covalent double networks discussed in section
3.3. The time-dependent toughening mechanism that increases
both extensibility, stiffness and toughness has been attributed to
the desorption and readsorption of polymer chains from the
fillers and the most interesting results are clearly obtained with
a loosely chemically cross-linked network and a relatively high
fraction between nanoparticles, in order to form a percolating
but temporary network of nanoparticles.39,107

It is interesting to see in Figure 6 that for silica filled
hydrogels of poly(dimethylacrylamide), the amount of
dissipated energy during a loading unloading cycle depends
greatly on the strain rate applied. When the strain rate imposed
on the materials is much lower than the dynamics of the bonds,
there is no longer a hysteresis in the loading/unloading curve
and the effect on stiffness is lost.
A different example of very viscoelastic and tough gels

containing cross-links with different dynamics, are the hydro-
gels made from oppositely charged polyelectrolytes109 or with a
charge-balanced random copolymer synthesized from oppo-
sitely charged monomers.110 In both cases, the polymerization
is carried out in the presence of salt and after polymerization
the salt is dialyzed out so that strong interactions form between
oppositely charged monomers. The optimized properties of the

resulting gel (in pure water) are those of a very viscoelastic
tough gel similar to some elastomeric materials used for energy
adsorption such as polyvinyl butyral in glass laminates.111 The
interactions between oppositely charged monomers introduce
essentially a monomer friction coefficient, the magnitude of
which decreases with increasing water content and salt content.
In both cases the best mechanical properties are obtained in the
absence of salt (when electrostatic interactions are strongest)
and at relatively low water concentration of the order of 50 wt
%. An example of the difference between the mechanical
properties of these ionic gels in pure water and in salt solution
(0.5 M) is shown in Figure 7. The gels in pure water have
reported values of Γ in pure shear experiments of a few kJ/m2,

comparable with those of alginate/polyacrylamide gels
mentioned earlier. However, like the gels described in section
3.4, the recovery of the original properties after a loading/
unloading cycle can take hours and would make the use in
cyclic applications problematic.
Interestingly the large strain properties of the polyampholyte

gels show some strain hardening112 suggesting a dual
population of cross-links with different dynamics, a slow
dynamics and a fast one. The stress−strain curves of materials
combining a strain softening at intermediate strain and a strain
hardening at higher strains can be fitted well with an empirical
model developed for soft viscoelastic adhesives that combines
the strain hardening model of Gent (eq 5) and a nonlinear
viscoelastic model.113 Since there is no specific reason to have
two types of cross-links from the schematic of Figure 7a, one
may surmise that the structure is more complex and more
heterogeneous than shown in the cartoon of Figure 7 and
probably depends on how the dialysis was performed.
While the two previous categories of gels have slow or very

slowly exchanging bonds, some interesting properties can be
obtained also with much faster exchanging bonds. Mayumi et
al.79 explored the strain rate dependence of the tensile stress−
strain properties of a model dual cross-link poly(vinyl alcohol)
gel containing a minority of permanent covalent cross-links and
a majority of very dynamic cross-links due to the reversible
reaction of borax with the OH groups of the PVOH.114,115

They showed that in uniaxial tensile tests carried out over 4
decades of strain rates, the stress could be described to a first
approximation by the product of a strain dependent component
(in their case neo-Hookean elasticity) and a time dependent
component due to the bond dynamics which could be written
as

Figure 6. Strain rate effect of a nanocomposite hydrogel: loading−
unloading cycles for varied strain rates (from 3 × 10−4 to 0.6 s−1). Data
from ref 80.
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σ λ λ λ= − −t f t( , ) ( ) ( )2
(14)

where f(t) is the small strain relaxation modulus of the gel due

to the opening and closing of the dynamic bonds.79

The interesting aspect of this study combining linear
rheology and uniaxial extension in large strain is that at low
strain rates, the presence of these dynamic bonds does not
influence the elastic modulus but greatly increases the
extensibility relative to the purely chemical gel as shown in
Figure 8a, suggesting a dissipative effect delaying crack
propagation. A similar result has been reported by Kean et
al.116 on organogels. A subsequent study on the same
experimental system focused specifically on crack propagation
in notched samples78 and found that the presence of these
dynamic cross-links was able to increase the fracture energy Γ
by a factor of 4 relative to the pure chemical gel as shown in
Figure 8b. However, interestingly, this maximum improvement
in Γ occurred at imposed stretch rates dλ/dt 100 to 1000 times
slower than the inverse of the characteristic relaxation time of
the gel measured in linear rheology by a peak in tan δ(ω).
Furthermore, the measured Γ, characteristic of crack initiation,
decreased markedly with increasing stretch rate in stark contrast
with what is generally observed in elastomers.43 Mayumi et al.
argued that the dissipative mechanism active in these gels is
very different than simple molecular friction and proposed a
mechanism that is discussed in section 4 of this review.

3.6. Tough Elastomers. Because tough elastomers have
existed for a long time and their structure resembles that of
gels, it is important to discuss briefly and for the sake of
comparison which structural features make traditional commer-
cial elastomers tough, so that we can put into prospective the
new elastomeric materials that are now being developed and
make some analogies with gels.
Traditional elastomers have been made tough with a

combination of a well-chosen glass transition temperature,
which sets the temperature range where viscous dissipative
mechanisms are active (see eq 7), and the use of selected
nanofillers (carbon black and silica mainly) that introduce
strain dependent damage mechanisms and increase the stiffness
of the material at the same time.1 Monomer friction introduces
viscoelastic dissipation as a crack propagates and since the
extent of dissipation increases with strain rate (i.e., crack
velocity) this mechanism is always effective in slowing down a
crack or avoiding a propagation altogether.50 The second
mechanism introduces a softening damage in the material that
is generally called Mullins effect117,118 and has striking
similarities with the observed first cycle hysteresis of double
networks gels68 and multiple network elastomers.19,20 Both in
filled elastomers and multiple network elastomers this damage
hysteresis has a marked dependence on the magnitude of the
applied strain and involves chemical bond breakage among

Figure 7. Schematics of polyampholyte hydrogel in the as-prepared
state (in the presence of excess salt) and equilibrium state (in pure
water). (a) Illustration of the structure in the as-prepared state (with
excess free ions) and the equilibrium state in pure water. (b) cyclic
stress−strain curves of the as-prepared and water-equilibrated gel. The
equilibrium state of the gel is measured in water, while the as-prepared
state of the gel is measured in air. Figure reprinted with permission
from the Supporting Information of ref 110. Copyright 2013 Nature
Publishing Group.

Figure 8. (a) Stress−strain curves for the dual cross-link gels at various initial strain rates. For the comparison, the curve for the chemical gels at an
initial strain rate of 0.03 s−1 (dashed line) is also shown. (b) Plot of the fracture energy as a function of stretch rate for the dual cross-link gel and for
the chemical gel.
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other dissipative mechanisms, as recently demonstrated with
chemoluminescent cross-linkers in a commercial silicone
elastomer.19,119 In filled elastomers, the extent of dissipation
obtained from the presence of the filler depends markedly on
its nature (geometry), volume fraction and matrix/filler
interaction. Although there is no model that predicts strength
or toughness from the structure and type of dispersion of the
filler, some trends can be inferred from experimental results.
The most effective fillers form complex nanoclusters with a
large specific surface and form a percolating network. This
requires a homogeneous but random dispersion.120 Typically
very regular dispersions of nanofillers showing long-range order
do not provide an effective reinforcement.
In natural rubber (poly(cis-1,4 isoprene)), and unfortunately

nearly only in natural rubber, strain-induced crystallization at
high strain provides an additional strain-dependent stiffening
mechanism which locally dramatically increases the average
stress needed to break covalent bonds in the amorphous
regions and as a result slows or stops crack propagation in
monotonous tearing103 and in dynamic and fatigue con-
ditions.121 If generalized, such a mechanism would be ideal to
create a self-toughening of the soft material only active in large
strain. However, to be effective the polymer needs to readily
crystallize under strain at much higher temperatures than its
quiescent melting point, an uncommon feature. The interested
reader is referred to recent work focusing more specifically on
this fascinating mechanism in natural rubber.122−125

Finally the family of thermoplastic elastomers which are
generally made from block copolymers (triblocks and diblocks

or multiblocks) are cross-linked by glassy, semicrystalline or
strongly hydrogen bonded domains. At high temperature these
block copolymers are not phase-separated and can be readily
processed (hence the name thermoplastic elastomers) and at
low temperature the phase separation creates physical cross-
linking points. If the soft block is the majority phase, the
materials possess elastomeric properties and generally have a
less reversible elasticity than conventionally cross-linked
elastomers but a very high strength and toughness even in
the unfilled state as for example the family of polyurethanes and
polyurethane ureas.126,127 The necessary dissipative mecha-
nisms can be again due to viscoelastic dissipation but in
addition come from the strain-dependent damage in the hard
phase of the material that fulfills the same function that the
fillers do in conventional elastomers. The excellent review
paper of Smith128 gives a concise but rather complete overview
of the tensile stress−strain properties of commercial elastomers
and thermoplastic elastomers in the 1970s.
In addition to these conventional elastomers, which have

been commercially sold for decades, some new types of
elastomers have been developed in the laboratories in order to
overcome some limitations of conventional ones. One such
limitation is the necessary incorporation of fillers that
introduces processing constraints and often loss of trans-
parency. Inspired by the work of Gong, Ducrot et al. developed
multiple network elastomeric networks by using acrylate
chemistry and multiple steps of swelling and polymer-
izations.19,20 The materials obtained contain a minority
network of chains prestretched out of equilibrium and a

Figure 9. (A) Stress−strain curve of a single sample of double network elastomer submitted to a step-cycle loading. The inset represents the applied
stretch as a function of time. All curves follow the same path on the stress−strain curve for this elastomer. (B) Same graph for a single sample of
triple network. In this case each Nth cycle follows a different path when the value of λ of the Nth cycle exceeds the maximum value of λ of the (N −
1)th cycle. Note that despite the damage in large strain, the initial modulus is nearly the same for all cycles. Reprinted with permission from ref 19.
Copyright 2014 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Figure 10. Intensity colorized images of propagating cracks on notched samples containing a luminescent cross-linker in the prestretched network
showing the light emission due to the breakage of sacrificial bonds; the size and geometry of the sample are shown with a white dashed line. Vertical
lines in the DN and TN image are due to detector artifacts; in DN and TN, spots far from the crack tip are due to reflection of the light on surface
inhomogeneities and do not correspond to a local light emission. On the right: schematic of the sacrificial bond breaking mechanism in front of the
crack tip for the DN and TN; the 1st network is represented in blue, second (and third) networks in red and the stars represent breaking events in
the blue network. Reprinted with permission from ref 19. Copyright 2014 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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majority of chains that are not stretched. The initial modulus is
controlled by both networks but as the material is stretched the
stress is carried increasingly by the minority network. They
showed that it was possible to combine a very elastic response
with a significant increase in toughness obtaining values of Γ
typical of filled elastomers. While none of the materials
underwent necking in uniaxial tension like the double network
gels, they demonstrated that depending on the degree of
prestretching of the chains of the network, the response could
be either purely elastic until crack propagation occurs (Figure
9a), or display internal damage by sacrificial bond breaking
before failure. As shown in Figure 9b, these materials only
dissipate energy in the first cycle and then subsequent cycles are
very elastic, in contrast with conventional elastomers that
always display some viscoelastic dissipation in steady-state
cycles.
The incorporation of mechanoluminescent probes in the

prestretched sacrificial network demonstrated conclusively that
for simple networks with no prestretched chains and containing
luminescent cross-linkers (SN in Figure 10) almost no light was
emitted during crack propagation. This shows that bond
scission is indeed very localized near the crack tip as predicted
by the Lake−Thomas model. For the system with intermediate
chain prestretching (DN in Figure 10), there is significant light
emission near the crack tip and for the materials containing
highly prestretched chains (TN in Figure 10), the light
emission due to sacrificial bond breakage is significant and
occurring over several mm2. Such combination of elasticity in a
steady-state cycle and strain-dependent damage with nearly no
viscoelastic dissipation is unprecedented in elastomers. While
the multiple steps involved in the synthesis are not practical for
bulk samples, they may be useful for thin films. Furthermore,
the near absence of time dependence dissipative mechanism
makes it an interesting and tunable model system to study how
molecular damage can be harnessed to provide toughness in
soft materials.

4. MODELING OF TOUGH SOFT MATERIALS

We will briefly discuss the specific challenges in modeling the
mechanical behavior of such tough and soft materials while also
pointing out some recent advances.
Soft materials are by definition extensible and require large

strain modeling. As was discussed in the beginning of this
review, modeling is well established as long as the material is
elastic. What is more challenging is the incorporation of time
dependent behavior and strain-dependent damage into this
large strain formalism (which includes finite extensibility and
fracture).
Let us start with the combination of time-dependent

behavior and large strain. In a series of papers129−131 Long et
al. proposed a full 3-D model to describe the large strain
behavior of the dual cross-link gels described in section 3.5.
Their model is based on the physical idea of nonlinear springs
representing polymer strands that can attach and detach as a
function of time to the network and carry the stress. By
assuming that chains are stretched (without any relaxation)
when they are attached at both ends and are instantly fully
relaxed when they are detached (viscous friction is neglected)
this relatively simple model is able to capture quantitatively
loading/unloading curves at different strain rates with only 4
adjustable physically based parameters. Although the formalism
is fully adapted to 3D simulations we focus for clarity on the

uniaxial extension solution that can be expressed analytically.
The normalized stress is given by
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where γ∞̅ is the steady state reformation rate of physical bonds
and n(t) is the fraction of strands attached at both ends by
physical bonds at t = 0 and still attached at t. The four
adjustable parameters of the model are μρ, the fraction of the
shear modulus due to permanent cross-links, μγ∞̅, which is the
rate at which the modulus recovers due to reattachment of
physical bonds, tB is the characteristic time for bond breakage
and αB the width of the distribution. Note that the characteristic
healing time tH is obtained from the three other parameters.
While lacking direct molecular insight, such a model is a good
framework to combine nonlinear elasticity131 with time
dependent behavior, and it is fully adapted to model soft
solids in 3D. In the case of hydrogels, it captures well the fact
that viscous friction is very low and relaxation in water, in the
absence of strong bonds, is very fast. Note that the same four
parameters determined in large strain experiments can fit the
steady-state behavior in classical linear rheology.130

Another relatively simple but insightful model to address
viscoelasticity and finite extensibility has been proposed by
Deplace et al.113 to model soft pressure-sensitive-adhesives
(PSA). PSA are made from high molecular weight polymers
with a low entanglement density and an even lower cross-link
density. This type of viscoelastic network combines the highly
dissipative character of entangled networks with a finite
extensibility due to the low level of permanent cross-linking.
Deplace et al.113 propose to model them with a hybrid
constitutive model combining an upper convected Maxwell
model132 for the fluid part and the Gent model24 described in
eqs 5 and 6 for the strain hardening part. In uniaxial extension
this type of model fits very well a rate dependent softening
process combined with a mostly rate independent strain
hardening stage at very large strain. Since this model is a hybrid
it would need adaptation to be incorporated in a finite element
code.
The second ingredient that need to be incorporated in

models is damage. Filled elastomers undergo significant damage
during their first cycle deformation and given the technological
relevance of these materials, modeling such a damage has been
the focus of many studies. Damage models typically consider
that the material softens and/or becomes more extensible due
to chemical bond breakage or any other structural rearrange-
ment during deformation. An interesting early paper worth
pointing out for its physical insight is that of Bueche,133 who
imagined that the shortest chains in the heterogeneous network
will break first, hence increasing its maximum extensibility. This
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idea inspired the solid mechanics community that developed
several 3-D versions134,135 called network alteration models and
adapted to finite element codes. A later version of this class of
phenomenological models also incorporated the anisotropy of
the damage observed experimentally.136 However, it should be
noted that in filled elastomers the first direct evidence of bond
scission has only been obtained recently with luminescent
cross-linkers that emit light upon breaking.119 Many other
mechanisms due to filler/matrix interactions can be responsible
for the observed softening.118

Double network gels and multiple network elastomers are in
many ways a cleaner model system than filled elastomers since
the damage observed in first cycle extension and compression is
uniquely due to bond scission.19,68 As a result more refined
damage models have been developed137−139 focusing on the
molecular interpretation of the damage and in particular of the
necking phenomenon observed for certain gels. The existence
of a transition to an extended damage zone above a certain level
of stress (a yield or necking stress) has been observed for a
series of DN gels89,90,140,141 and has important implications for
the fracture process.
Tanaka142 and Brown92 developed simultaneously two

models to account for the exceptional toughness of DN gels,
and both assumed the existence of a damage zone in front of
the crack tip. Both models assume that energy is dissipated to
form the damage zone and the fracture of the damaged zone is
then controlled by the strain energy stored in that zone.
However, Brown’s model is a molecular model that makes
some hypotheses and predictions on the change in toughness
expected by changing the molecular structure which still need
to be confirmed experimentally. A good comparison and a
detailed discussion of these models, which differ in the
hypotheses made to estimate the strain energy, has been
recently published in a recent review by Long and Hui.30

Based on the existence of a damage zone at the crack tip,
Zhang et al.31 also proposed a finite element model to predict
the fracture energy of such gels based on the coupling between
a cohesive zone for the fracture plane and an energy dissipated
in the bulk due to damage. In their model, the bulk damage
amplifies the interfacial energy dissipated which they call Γ0. To
fit the experimental data they obtained on a polyacrylamide/
alginate hydrogel, they use the bulk hysteresis (measured in
uniaxial extension) and measure the intrinsic value of fracture
energy Γ0 on a prestretched sample which has only little visible
hysteresis in uniaxial tension. The numerical prediction of the
fracture energy of a virgin sample falls very close to the
experimental value. The value of Γ0 used (300 J/m2) is
numerically too high to be an intrinsic value of the fracture of
bonds in the plane of fracture and would most likely be
dependent on the maximum strain applied during the
prestretching. Yet the approach is insightful and is the first to
include explicitly damage for crack propagation in soft
materials. It is interesting to note that the existence of such a
damaged zone was proposed also by Mzabi et al.143 from digital
image correlation measurements of the strain field near the tip
of a crack in a carbon-black filled styrene−butadiene cross-
linked rubber. It is very likely that such localized damage close
to the crack tip is coupled with viscoelastic dissipation in many
tough soft materials.

5. DYNAMIC AND RECONFIGURABLE NETWORKS
In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in the design
of materials that combine the reversible entropic elasticity of a

traditional elastomer with the ability to reconfigure the
network. Relative to what has been discussed in sections 3
and 4, the bonds are here much less dynamic with detachment/
reattachment times that can be hours or days. Such a
combination of properties is attractive because traditional
chemically cross-linked elastomers do not adhere to each other
without a surface treatment and a glue and cannot be easily
recycled. However, the introduction of dynamic bonds in an
elastomer poses some important questions:

(1) Does thermodynamics distribute these dynamic cross-
links in a homogeneous way? Most functional groups
used for dynamic bonds are polar groups and are poorly
soluble in a nonpolar elastomer and, therefore, form
clusters or even crystalline domains. The formation of
these clusters that are typically much longer lived than
single bonds changes the dynamics and imparts
considerable viscoelasticity as for example ionomers18,66

or long-lived multiple hydrogen bonds.144

(2) Dynamic bonds can cause an increase in creep under
fixed load particularly at higher temperatures when the
bonds are the most dynamic. As a result, there is
generally a trade-off between reprocessability and
temperature resistance.

(3) Polar components tend to absorb water so that this type
of material has properties that generally depend markedly
on the degree of humidity.

Most studies published nowadays conveniently avoid
discussing creep and moisture resistance and focus on the
positive aspects of self-healing. Yet creep resistance and
durability are important properties in the applications of
traditional elastomers.
The area of networks made from dynamic bonds has been

first boosted in the academic field by the seminal work of
Sijbesma et al. on the incorporation of the ureidopyrimidone
(UPy) functionality in a low Tg polymer, initially to prepare
high molecular weight entangled polymers with reversible chain
extenders.145 The UPy function is able to associate with itself
by a quadruple hydrogen bond and forms then a rather long-
lived bond that typically does not associate in clusters. A further
evolution along this direction was the work of Feldman at al.
that used random copolymers of n-butyl acrylate and UPy to
form transient networks.144 However, in both these examples
the dynamic bonds slow down the dynamics but not enough to
really form an elastomer at low frequency or display the large
strain behavior of a conventional elastomer with reversible
elasticity up to large strain. The first success in this endeavor
was obtained by the Leibler group at the ESPCI that succeeded
in combining a relaxation time of the order of weeks at 50 °C
with full self-healing capacity in a few hours.16 The near
absence of hysteresis in loading/unloading cycles and of
significant residual deformation after relaxation of stress is
typical of chemically cross-linked elastomers while the self-
healing capacity is not. These fully soluble supramolecular
materials are made from oligomers of fatty acids functionalized
with hydrogen-bonding moieties and form fully amorphous
structures that however contain some order at the few
nanometers scale. Interestingly, the self-healing capacity
continuously decreases over time and is only maintained for a
few hours,146 suggesting the existence of slow forming clusters
of hydrogen bonds that break when the material breaks and
slowly reform. Such slow self-organization process is fairly
typical of supramolecular materials.147 In the following years
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this topic became immensely popular and many long-lived
dynamic chemistries have been reported. The materials have
the reversible extensibility of rubbers but maintain a self-healing
ability. Since recent reviews are available on these topics148,149 I
will only mention some interesting examples such as multiple
hydrogen bonds144,150,151 or host−guest molecules.152 In all of
these cases the introduction of reversible bonds also introduces
some hysteresis between loading and unloading and sometimes
some residual deformation.
If a better resistance to creep and more elasticity is desirable

at room temperature and a self-healing capability is only needed
at high temperature, a better alternative are the networks cross-
linked with dynamic covalent chemistry, pioneered by the
seminal contribution of Montarnal et al.14 and named vitrimers
for their rheological similarities with inorganic glasses. In this
case the bonds are no longer weak bonds but reversible
covalent bonds that can exchange at high temperature giving
the material the opportunity to relax stresses or to heal, while at
low temperature all properties of a covalent network are
recovered. Exchangeable bonds such as those present in
vitrimers act in a fundamentally different way from the polar
clusters due to hydrogen bonds or ionic clusters that are
present in TPU or in ionomers. While the equilibrium
concentration and size of the polar clusters will reduce with
increasing temperature, leading to a sharp softening point and
to a structure changing with temperature, the majority of the
exchangeable bonds of the vitrimers is always closed, and it is
only the dynamics of exchanging that speeds up with
temperature and not the structure that changes. This gives a
much slower decrease of the viscosity with increasing
temperature analogously to inorganic glasses (hence the
name vitrimer). In other words the resistance to creep should
be much better for vitrimers for the same self-healing capability
and while the original work was done on glassy epoxies, several
studies on soft networks have appeared since.15,153−156 The
potential of this type of chemistry in engineering materials has
only been very recently explored157 and does in my opinion
bear real promise in terms of applications.

6. GENERAL COMMENTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
After this overview of the state of the art of the mechanics of
soft polymer networks it is time to discuss some perspectives.
First of all it is clear that this field has exploded in the last 10
years, pushed by new scientific discoveries and inventions as
discussed in the Introduction. As new inventions and
technologies are developed there will be an increasing need
to optimize not only the chemistry of the product and its
interactions with the environment but also its mechanical
properties and range of use in terms of stress, strain and
temperature to be able to guide designers. This need for
optimization offers great opportunities for the curious scientist
not only to create new materials but also to understand better
how they work. I am going to focus now on some open
questions that provide opportunities.
6.1. Tough Gels and Unfilled Elastomers. In the area of

tough gels and elastomers, while we understand in general how
to toughen a soft material, the compromise between elasticity
and resilience, i.e., stable shape, no residual deformation, little
or no creep and little or no hysteresis, and toughness remains
difficult to achieve. In other words, we are able to make tough
viscoelastic or viscoplastic materials but have a harder time with
very elastic and resilient ones. In this area the opportunities are
in the careful engineering of high strain or high strain rate

dissipation mechanisms such as the strain-induced crystalliza-
tion of natural rubber,158 the high strain damage in double
network gels89 or elastomers19,20 or the fast exchanging bonds
in gels116 while maintaining an industrially viable manufacturing
process for the material. There are also opportunities for the
polymer physicists since while it is clear that introducing a
stiffer and breakable phase into a soft material provides
toughness,92,159 there is no tested micromechanical and
molecular model that can predict fracture or crack growth or
even macroscopic yielding of the breakable phase. Current
existing models of tough materials provide opportunities to
carry out and analyze systematic experiments. Furthermore,
almost all fracture theories rely on the existence of preexisting
cracks or flaws, and yet the size of flaws where this ceases to be
true, is relatively large for soft materials29 suggesting that there
are mechanisms of nucleation and growth of flaws occurring in
soft materials that are fundamentally different from those of
sharp cracks and are yet to be discovered.

6.2. Durability and Fatigue Behavior. Because this is a
seldom discussed topic it is worthwhile to say a few words
about durability and fatigue. Engineering materials and in
particular rubbers are subjected to many cycles in their typical
lifetimes. A truck tire can function for 150 million cycles and a
car tire for 20−40 million cycles. A typical knee or hip will
experience about 100 million cycles during a lifetime, as
everyone can now check on their own cellphones. That is
significant and requires specific wear resistant properties. For
engineering applications, these durability tests are well
developed and focus on the propagation under cyclic load of
a preexisting crack.121,143 Even for those well-investigated cases
of filled rubbers, understanding what makes a soft elastomer
resistant to crack propagation in fatigue is only qualitatively
understood. Yet the new tough soft elastomers that have been
developed provide in some cases much simpler model systems
to test some ideas.
Hydrogels are still far from real applications but functions

such as ionic conductivity are really promising.8 Two aspects
need to be considered for applications: the first one is stability
in time. In air water evaporates and the gels will dry. Adding
lithium salt to make them hygroscopic helps but precludes
using charged systems for toughness since the presence of large
salt concentrations will screen the ionic interactions used to
obtain dissipative mechanisms. Fatigue testing of hydrogels has
just started and shows that some gels that display exceptional
toughness in a single continuous loading experiment perform
quite poorly in fatigue.160 For example the alginate/
polyacrylamide gel showed a value of Γ of the order of 10
kJ/m2 when notched samples are stretched to failure, a value
comparable to that of a tough filled rubber.13 However, the
same gels show crack propagation velocities of the order of
several microns/s at applied energy release rates that would
only grow a crack at a few nm/s in a filled rubber.143,160 This
difference would result in 3 orders of magnitude differences in
lifetime for the same applied G and needs to be addressed.
Although the field is still in its infancy, it is worthwhile to

make some remarks. Contrary to popular belief, permanent
damage of the material during the first cycle does not preclude
a good resistance to fatigue. Actually all filled elastomers for
engineering applications display some amount of permanent
damage during the first cycle, the so-called Mullins effect.118

More important for fatigue is the evolution of the material in
the subsequent cycles which are usually at lower deformations.
Properties needed for cyclic deformation are somewhat
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different than what is needed for a high fracture toughness in a
continuous loading experiment. In particular energy dissipation
during every cycle (a loading−unloading hysteresis) causes
damage in the bulk material, temperature increases and
increased usage costs. What is much preferable is either a
dissipation mechanism that acts at a higher frequency or only at
higher strains preventing crack growth by blunting it.
6.3. Dynamic Networks: Bond Strength, Dynamics,

and Solubility. In the area of dynamic networks an important
scientific question that has been insufficiently addressed is that
of the balance between cross-linking chemistry and solubility.
As reviewed above, In recent years, many new chemistries have
been used in soft materials to provide cross-links ranging from
relatively dynamic single hydrogen bonds, widely used in soft
adhesives,161,162 to more long-lived multiple hydrogen
bonds144,163,164 or ionic bonds in water13,74,110 and finally
reversible covalent chemistry165 that provide very long-lived
bonds that can exchange over much longer time. In all cases the
spatial distribution of these bonds is controlled by the solubility
of the functional group providing the dynamic bond in the soft
matrix material. This solubility may of course be different for a
very nonpolar elastomer, where clusters will form easily or a
more polar one where the dynamic bonds may disperse more
easily.17,147,166,167 If the functional group providing the physical
cross-linking is not fully soluble, this causes the formation of
clusters that can then work both as multifunctional cross-links
and as fillers, generally reducing the reversibility of the
deformation and introducing additional strain dependent
dissipation mechanisms. A classic example of insoluble polar
groups are the so-called ionomers that form quite strong
clusters providing strength and toughness at the expense of
reversible deformation.66 On the other hand a very soluble
cross-linking chemistry will be more randomly distributed and
provide a structure more similar to that of covalently cross-
linked networks which displays a better resilience. Furthermore,
the existence or not of longer-lived clusters may have an effect
on processes such as molecular diffusion that control self-
healing at interfaces so that systematic studies investigating not

only rheological properties but structure will be important in
the future. A related question suggested by one of the reviewers
of this paper, is the question of the role played by the type of
clusters involved. While the general toughening mechanisms
may be similar, the properties of thermoplastic polyurethanes,
using hydrogen-bonded clusters, and those of polybutylene
terephthalate-based thermoplastic polyester elastomers, using
crystalline clusters, are quite different, and the reasons for these
differences are unknown.

6.4. New Experimental Techniques. In general, progress
in developing molecular models connecting structure and
properties has to rely on better experimental data and better
defined model systems. This is particularly true for the
mechanical properties of soft materials since structure generally
changes, reversibly or not, upon deformation. One of the recent
experimental developments that will help in this endeavor is
mechanochemistry168 used as a reporting tool of damage or of
local stress in soft materials during deformation or macroscopic
crack propagation.169 The idea is simple in principle: certain
suitably designed molecules are able to change their light
absorption spectrum, become fluorescent or emit light when a
mechanical stimulus is applied. In other words molecules can be
used as either force sensors170,171 or detectors of bond
breakage.172,173 The first such example which is by far the
most studied is the spyropyran molecule174 (Figure 11a) that
can transform into merocyanine when a force higher than ∼240
pN (at an AFM pulling rate ∼300 nm/s) is applied to one of
the chemical bonds.170 Another well publicized example is
bis(adamantane) dioxetane172 (Figure 11b), which emits light
when the dioxetane cycle breaks thermally175 or mechan-
ically.172,176 If these molecules are incorporated into trans-
parent materials they can act as detectors of bond breakage or
simply of a high force on the molecule. The quantitative
exploitation of this information is still in its infancy19,119,169,171

but development of new molecules and new understanding of
the relationship between bond energy and scission force168 will
certainly permit spectacular advances in the understanding of

Figure 11. (a) Spiropyran molecule (left) and its force-activated fluorescent counterpart merocyanine. Reprinted with permission from ref 177.
Copyright 2012 Amercian Chemical Society. (b) Left: schematic representation of the mechanically induced decomposition of a polymeric
bis(adamantyl) dioxetane that results in chemiluminescence when the ketone product relaxes from its excited state to the ground state. Right:
molecular basis of the mechanically induced chemiluminescence. Reprinted with permission from ref 172. Nature Publishing Group.
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the mechanisms of macroscopic material fracture in different
conditions.
Soft materials deform significantly and when organized

structures exist inside the material, they may markedly change
upon deformation often in a nonaffine way. The best example
of which being solid fillers.178 Neutron scattering has been used
with much success to probe the structure of networks and gels,
and in particular their level of network heterogeneity,179 but
cannot be used at high acquisition rates or for small samples or
localized measurements that require a highly focused beam. X-
ray scattering with synchrotron radiation on the other hand
makes it now possible to study structure with extremely fast
acquisition rates or with very focused beams (20 μm or even
less if fast acquisition rate is not required) that make it possible
to study either fast changing structures in real time in uniaxial
tension such as strain-induced crystallization124,180 or to map
localized changes in structure (at the crack tip for
example).181−183 Some interesting recent studies using new
tools have revealed new phenomena in filled elastomers such as
nanocavitation by using the scattering invariant in small-angle
X-ray scattering184 or local heating at the crack tip with infrared
thermography185 or details of the filler structure by nano-
tomography.186 Such tools have not yet been used extensively
on gels but could of course be adapted if a proper scattering
contrast is used.
Another field that develops very fast is the measurement of

strain fields through digital image correlation or particle
tracking. Materials chemists usually test the properties of the
materials they make with relatively simple tests, such as
dynamic mechanical analysis or uniaxial tensile or compressive
tests, where the strain is uniformly applied. However, a central
question in understanding the strength of materials is their
response to strain and stress gradients. Highly localized stresses,
called stress concentrations in solid mechanics, increase the
probability of chemical bond scission even at relatively low
values of average stress. In the last 10 years, the solid mechanics
community has developed techniques to map the displacement
field on a surface by analyzing the correlation between images
containing a random pattern187 or discrete particles.188 These
techniques called digital image correlation or particle tracking
can be used to reconstruct the strain fields at the tip of a crack
and be compared with simulations or gain some insight on the
nonlinear behavior of the material.143 Although this approach
requires familiarity with data treatment, software is now
available to use for the material scientist and can be used to
detect for example localized damage in a material or precursors
of cracks.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Soft networks made from flexible chains such as elastomers and
hydrogels have seen spectacular new developments in recent
years both in terms of new materials and in terms of new
understanding. I have focused in this perspective on two
important advances: how to make a network stiff and tough
without using fillers or monomer friction and how dynamic
cross-links affect properties.
Toughening is dependent on introducing dissipative

mechanisms into a covalent (or long-lived) extensible network.
These dissipative mechanisms can depend on strain, on strain
rate or on both. The strain dependent dissipation mechanisms
kicking in only at high strain are well adapted to toughness in
repeated cycles while a maximum toughness can be obtained
with strain and strain rate dependent mechanisms that are

active at the strain rate where the material is deformed. To go
from new laboratory developments to applications, the behavior
in fatigue or aging conditions has not yet been much explored.
On the molecular front, we have seen that sacrificial bonds

can be overloaded covalent bonds (sections 3.3 and 3.6),
nanoclusters of bonds introducing plasticity (section 3.4) or
dynamic bonds (section 3.5). All provide toughness in simple
extension of notched samples but the effectiveness and range of
strain and strain rate where toughening is observed vary as does
the strain rate dependence of the mechanical properties and the
recoverability of the properties after unloading. While many
new materials have been discovered and general guidelines for
toughening are now clear, predictive molecular models of
toughening still lack and will be useful for knowledge based
optimization.
Dynamic reconfigurable networks for recycling and self-

adhesion are based on much less dynamic bonds to be able to
behave as much as possible as covalent networks at high strain
rates and low temperatures while being more dynamic at long
times or higher temperatures. Successes will undoubtedly be
based on the fine-tuning of the dynamics and structure but
important challenges are to decouple individual molecular
mobility (needed for self-healing and recyclability) from
macroscopic viscosity (controlling creep).
Finally, I am convinced that progress in understanding the

behavior of these new exciting materials in a more quantitative
and predictive way will come from applying new experimental
techniques such as mechanochemistry, digital image correla-
tion, X-ray tomography, or small and wide-angle X-ray
scattering with microfocused beams that can be used to have
a multiscale characterization of the material. A true multi-
disciplinary and collaborative approach will be needed to
combine the synthetic toolbox of the polymer chemist that
creates new materials with the analytical toolbox of the physicist
and mechanician.
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